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EN | The ’Faktum’ makes furniture for children, from babies to teenagers. Since 
our foundation about 25 years ago we have developed from a small manufacture 
to a company which meets international quality and design requirements. We 
sell our products all over Europe. The main features of our furniture are functio-
nality and expandability according to the child’s age. Our dedication to the har-
monious development of children finds shape in manufacturing furniture with 
TÜV qualification. For more information see our website: www.faktumbutor.hu
We make our furniture wih the same love we love our own children. 

Welcome!

www.faktumbutor.hu
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The shape of Colette furniture aims at the taste of fa- 
milies who live a trendy metropolitan life. The furni-
ture elements standing on chic legs give spacious and 
practical storage spaces for the child’s clothes and toys 
as well as for the essential necessities of baby care.
The white Colette gives a light, charming background 
for the child’s living room, there will be joy and fun 
every day in a white Colette room.

ColetteVitalWhite
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ColetteRelaxGrey

The grey Colette decently keeps in the background to give space for louder, more dominant colours. In grey  
Colette rooms red balls start bouncing, pink ballett dresses dancing and scrawlings made with crayons come to life.  
The child will discover the grey Colette room again and again, and as his/her personality changes so he/she can 
transform the room to his/her own image. Simply, any colour and shape suit the Colette grey. 



ColetteAnthraciteCivilian

Dominant and powerful look with the latest colour in the interior 
design trends. The trendy combination of colours makes a modern 
and elegant room for children possible. In the Colette anthracite 
room you can apply adult accessories, they will make the room more 
grandiose.  
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AldaIceGlossy
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Never-failing shape in a clean, bright colour. The popular cabinets with sliding doors provide a 
large storage space in the child’s room so that they have full functionality even in smaller spaces.  
The brightly white furniture elements, the fronts of glossy finish extend the room making the  
greyest days solemn. The practical storage baskets balance this solemnity and transform the Alda 
white room into a simply nice, amiable home. 
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Grey furniture looks good everywhere. Basically, it is free from any cuteness, however, it can be 
decorated well! The practicality of sliding doors is perfect, behind them there is a large stor-
age space. The Alda grey furniture provides a pleasant, peaceful environment for the child. 

AldaGreySilk





AldaClassic
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Classic warm-looking furniture. The furniture corpuses are made from Coimbra 
chipboard - immitating wood - provide a classic, favoured look for the cabinets.  
The bright sliding doors silently sweep from one side of the furniture to the other, 
making the clothes stored inside available.
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AldaLifeStyle



Not surprisingly the popularity of combi furniture is 
unbroken. It combines all the furniture elements that 
are essential when the baby arrives: the massive safe 
bed for the baby, the practically designed storage com-
partments for the mother. And that’s not all! As the 
child develops, the combi furniture can be transformed 
into a bed, shelves, a desk and small cabinets. The Alda 
glossy white combi stands out from the Faktum combi  
range. As a festive suite, it provides a beautiful and  
elevated environment for the baby.

AldaMultiModal
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16
Holly 1

HollyHappyGrey



Voila! – We are introducing the Holly Grey furniture to you! The very trendy, white, light grey and me-
dium grey colours, which recall the Scandinavian purity, give a unique dynamics for the furniture look. 
Although, the colours are modest and neutral, the Holly Grey gives the impression of cheerful furniture. 
Perhaps, the dimensions…? Or the doors and drawers that open and close softly? The colourful accesso-
ries match perfectly to the geometric furniture elements of regular forms. 



HollyHoneyClassic



Love at first sight! The Holly Classic has been in our offer 
for many years and our customers cannot dislike it. 
The materials, the surfaces or even the creative-playful 
storage boxes of the cot have such a harmonious effect 
that this furniture finds its way into people’s heart easily. 
The child will enjoy himself in a room like this!


